Out of the bat cave {#cesec10}
===================

The 2002--03 outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) is thought to have originated in horseshoe bats. However, because no strain in bats has been found that matches the one that infected people, uncertainty has existed about the exact origin of the outbreak. Now, genetic analysis of 11 newly discovered strains of SARS-related virus from bats in a cave in China shows all the essential building blocks needed to build the human SARS coronavirus, suggesting that recombination between precursor strains could have given rise to the 2002--03 strain of human SARS. Ominously, laboratory studies showed some of these newly discovered strains can enter human cells via the same receptor used by human SARS.

Antibiotics: complex characters {#cesec20}
===============================

Antibiotics can trigger responses from mammalian cells that could be counterproductive to treatment efforts. US researchers gave the commonly used antibiotic ciprofloxacin to mice infected with *Escherichia coli*---they saw that metabolites released by mouse cells in response to the antibiotic made *E coli* more resistant to ciprofloxacin. Antibiotic exposure also made mouse macrophages less able to engulf and kill the bacteria. The impact of this work on human health is unclear, but further work could give insights into the effects antibiotics have on specific cells, which could inform decisions about how to better treat infections.

Let\'s talk about ESX {#cesec30}
=====================

Virulence factors are proteins produced by microbes such a *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* that promote survival within a host. Mycobacteria use ESAT-6 system (ESX) export systems to transport proteins across the cytoplasmic membrane. Using *Mycobacterium marinum*, a model for *M tuberculosis*, US researchers showed that the deletion of genes encoding one protein in the ESX system resulted in the collapse of the entire structure. The researchers also noted that, on sensing the collapsed machinery, the bacteria downregulated the expression of virulence factors. Understanding this sensing mechanism could help researchers reduce *M tuberculosis*\' pathogenicity.

A microbiological goldmine {#cesec40}
==========================

Chilean legend has it that any miner who follows Alicanto---a mythological bird of the Atacama Desert with metallic wings and luminescent eyes---can find silver or gold in the desert\'s arid terrain. An international team of researchers digging in the desert might have found something even more valuable. The scientists have found a repository of actinobacteria, comprised largely of microbes that microbiologists cannot cultivate in the laboratory: 40% of the actinobacteria samples have never before been seen. This new microbiological treasure trove is a unique bacterial ecosystem that could hold novel antimicrobial compounds.

Germ-line theory {#cesec50}
================

The detrimental effects of antibiotic treatment on a person\'s microbiome can be transmitted from mother to child. Researchers from NYU School of Medicine (NY, USA) inoculated pregnant mice with a microbiota that had been changed by exposure to antibiotics. Pups born to these mice had a less diverse mixture of microbes than did pups born to mothers with a normal microbiota. They also assessed pups from mothers engineered to lack the gene for interleukin 10, an immune protein known to cap levels of inflammation. These pups had inflammatory bowel disease inflammation scores 55-times higher than pups born to mothers with a normal microbiota.

Better the devil you know {#cesec60}
=========================

The largest ever genetic study of mosquitoes has revealed some worrying findings. Researchers sequenced the DNA of 765 *Anopheles gambiae* mosquitoes taken from 15 locations across eight countries in Africa. They found that genetic diversity within the species is much higher than previously thought, with 52 million small differences among mosquito genomes. Such variability enables rapid evolution of resistance to insecticides, which, the analysis also showed, is evolving independently in different regions and being spread across the continent by mosquito migration. Such high continent-wide genetic variation is also discouraging for plans to use simple genetic drive tools to make mosquito populations infertile. Understanding the genetics of *A gambiae* could help better inform mosquito control programmes.

CRISPR: bacterial black box {#cesec70}
===========================

The CRISPR--Cas system is part of a bacterium\'s immune system: it takes snippets of viral phages and stores them in the genome to aid protection for future generations. It has been repurposed to much celebration to create a genetic editing tool, CRISPR-Cas9, but US researchers have found another use for it: to record time-stamped data about a bacterial cell\'s interactions. This microscopic data recorder uses a plasmid that creates copies of itself in response to external interactions. A separate plasmid marks the time, and spacer sequences are added to the CRISPR locus in the genome, which can be read later with computational tools. The researchers are planning to assess microbiological interactions in transit through the gastrointestinal system in natural or disease states.
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